The Vivapolis network aims to federate French public and private stakeholders involved in conceiving, building and operating sustainable cities, in France or abroad, in order to improve synergy and help them be, individually and collectively, more efficient in their action.
Who can be a network member?

- All stakeholders, in the public and private sectors, involved in sustainable cities
- No registration fees but members commit to participate to work groups when required
Network program in France

the monthly Vivapolis morning conference
- exchange of information between network members and with outsiders on a specific theme related to sustainable city
- in 2017, ten conferences have been organised

the Vivapolis Newsletter
- sent on a monthly basis with information on sustainable city agenda, calls for projects, news from members, network activities
Network program in France

Sheets on innovative solutions for sustainable cities

working groups producing documents to promote and share French members’ expertise and experiences

to date 6 topics: energy, circular economy, mobility, citizen participation, digital platforms and integrated urban utilities

to come: nature in the city, overseas territories, soils protection

In collaboration with France Urbaine: urban agriculture
Network international programme

P - Promotion of the French expertise abroad
A - Attending international seminars and events
R - Reception of international delegations
Network operating principle

A coordinator appointed by the Ministry of ecological and solidary transition and the ministry of territory cohesion
A steering committee: definition of program and implementation
A dedicated team inside ministries
Make our cities great again!